Selection of IAS-ICSD East Europe Members (Source: International Council for Scientific Development / International Academy of Science, p 58-60)

EAST EUROPE

ALEKSANDROWICZ, Julian (medicine, philosophy), Poland
World Acad. of Art and Science; Pol. Harmat. Soc. (Hon. Member), Cracow

APOSTOLOVA, Iva (philosophy), Bulgaria
Faculty of Philosophy, Sofia Univ. "Klement Ohridski"

AVAKIAN, Tsouvak (radiation biophysics), USSR
Yerevan Physics Institute, Yerevan, Armenia

AVRAMOV, Smilja (law), Yugoslavia
International Law Association (President), London

BALEWSKI, Angel (engineering), Bulgaria
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (Honorary President), Sofia

BARANOWSKI, Bogdan (physics), Poland
Inst. of Physical Chemistry, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw

BASOV, Nikolai (physics), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow. Nobel Laureate

BEREND, Istvan (philosophy), Hungary
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (President), Budapest

CSEBUSKA-WASILEWSKA, Antonina (environmental protection), Poland
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow

DANILOV-DANNYAN, Victor (economics), USSR
Acad. of the Natl. Economy of the Council of the Minister of the USSR, Moscow

DERMERINDIEV, Svetoslav (arts), Bulgaria
States Radio Sofia Orchestra

DONTCHEV, Kolyo (arts), Bulgaria

DRAGOICHEV, Tihomir (medicine), Bulgaria
Nat. Centre for Cardiovascular Diseases, Medical Academy, Sofia

DROPOWA, Krystyna (medicine), Poland

DUBININ, Nikolai (biology), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow

GRODZINSKY, Dmitry (botany), USSR
Ukrainian S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Kiev

HUCKOWSKY, Jerzy (radiobiology), Poland
Committee of Radiation Research, Polish Academy of Sciences, Cracow

KRYMSKY, Jakov (ecology, chemistry), USSR
Foundation for Social Innovations of the USSR, Moscow

KUZIN, Alexander M. (biophysics), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow

KUZIN, Michail (medicine), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow

LEDER, Stefan (psychiatry), Poland
Institute of Psychoneurology, Warsaw

LOBANOV, Fedor (ecology, chemistry), USSR
Chemical Society of the USSR, Moscow

MANEWA, Lubica (biology), Bulgaria
Assoc. of Botanists., Dept. of Microbial and Cell Cultures, Sofia

MAURER, Ion Gheorghe (political economy), Romania
Academy of the Socialist Republic of Romania, Bucharest

MOISSEEV, Nikita (system analysis), USSR

USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow

NEMZIAN, Maditén (medicine), Bulgaria
Regional Polyclinic for dermatology, Plovdiv

NGO, Shimon (medicine), Bulgaria
Institute of Pediatrics, Medical Academy, Sofia

OHLÖWSKI, Tadeusz (medicine), Poland
Polish Academy of Sciences; Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Hon. Member), Warsaw

PIETY, M. (arts, pediatry), Plovdiv, Bulgaria

PIEVA, Liliana (biology), Bulgaria
Regional Polyclinic for dermatology, Plovdiv

PIROV, Gencho (psychology, education), Bulgaria
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia

PLEŻEWSKI, Zbigniew (psychosomatics), Poland
Intern. College of Psychosomatic Medicine, Poznan

POLJAKOV, Azaria (philosophy), Bulgaria
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia

POPIELA, Tadeusz (medicine), Poland
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw

POPOV-JORDANOV, Jordan (philosophy), Yugoslav

MACEDONIAN Academy of Sciences and Arts (President), Skopje

POROV, Alexander (medicine), Bulgaria
Medical Academy, Sofia

PROKHOROV, Alexander M. (physics), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow. Nobel Laureate

RASCHEV, Michail (medicine), Bulgaria
Medical Academy (Past President), Sofia

ROGOZ, Małgorzata (psychology), Poland

ROUSEV, Ivan N (chemistry)

SACHAROV, Andrej (peace, physics), USSR
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow. Nobel Laureate
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SEIFERT, Jaroslav (biochemical pharmacology), Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague. Nobel Laureate
SENDOV, Blagovest (mathematics), Bulgaria
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (President), Sofia
STOICHKOV, Yordan (medicine), Bulgaria
Institute of Pharmacology and Pharmacy (director), Medical Academy, Sofia
STRZALKOWSKI, Adam (physics), Poland
Physics Committee of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Cracow
TODOROV, Svetoslav (medicine), Bulgaria
Medical Academy (Vice-President), Sofia
TSCHERNEV, Konstantin (medicine), Bulgaria
Medical Academy, Plovdiv. Medical Academy, Sofia
TSCHERNOZEMSKI, Ivan (medicine), Bulgaria
Nat. Oncology Centre (Dir.), Medical Academy, Sofia
TSITSELKOVA, Penka (philology, arts), Bulgaria

ZANKO, Zanev (education), Bulgaria
University of Sofia (Vice-President)
ZDRAVKOWA MALINOWA, Spasijko (engineering), Bulgaria
Inst. of Hydraulics and Pneumatics, Kazanlak
ZONEVA, Vesselina (pharmacy), Kazanlak, Bulgaria

LATE MEMBERS:
ASLAN, Ana (medicine), Romania
Academy of the Socialist Republic of Romania, Bucharest
First Co-President of the ICSD
ALLEGRETTI, Niko (medicine), Yugoslavia
Yugoslav Academy of Sciences and Arts, Zagreb

WEST EUROPE
ALONSO-FERNANDEZ, Francisco (medicine, psychology), Spain
Real Academia Nacional de Medicina, Madrid
BARONE, Francesco (philosophy), Italy
Turin Academy of Sciences
BERGSTRÖM, Matti, (medicine), Finland
Finnish Academy of Sciences, Helsinki
BURNSTOCK, Geoffrey (biology), Australia/United Kingdom
Australian Academy of Science, Canberra City, University of London
CASINI, Carlo (politics), Italy
Camera dei Deputati, Rome
CLARK, Paul (physics), United Kingdom
The Open Univ., Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, Faculty of Science (Dean)
COLARD-DUTRY, Guillaume (economics, sociology), Belgium
Ministry of Science (Member of Cabinet)
EDFELDT, Ake (education), Sweden
University of Stockholm
FEDOR-FREYBERGH, Peter G., (medicine, psychology), Sweden
The Royal Society, London. Intern. Soc. for Prenatal and Perinatal Psychol. and Med. (President), Stockholm

van HERREWEGHE, Marie-Louise (education), Belgium
World Assoc. for Educational Research (Gen. Secr.), Rijksuniversiteit Gent
HORLOCK, J. H. (science), United Kingdom
The Open University (Vice- Chancellor), Walton Hall, Milton Keynes
HYYPÄ, Markku T. (medicine), Finland
JERNE, Niels K. (biology, medicine), Denmark/France
Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, Copenhagen
LOPEZ-CAJERA, Nutías (law), Spain
University of Granada
LORANG, Emile J. (philosophy, ecology), Luxembourg
Ministère de l'Environnement, Luxembourg
LOWY, Jack (physics), United Kingdom
Open University Oxford Research Unit
MAZZARINO, Santo (history), Italy
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome
van MOFFAERT, Myriam (medicine), Belgium
Flemish Assoc. of Neurology and Psychiatry (Vice-Pres.). Dpt. of Psychiatry, Univ. Hospital, Gent
MOUTSOPoulos, Evangelos (philosophy), Greece
University of Athens (Past President), Acad. Sc. Mor. et Polit., Paris
MUELLER, Paul (medicine), Switzerland. University of Bern
MURER, Helni (medicine), Switzerland, University of Zurich
NADAL, Julio (medicine), Spain
Ministry of Health and Consumer Affairs (Adviser), Madrid
NÄÄTÄNEN, Risto (psychology), Finland
Finnish Academy of Science, Academy of Finland, Helsinki
NILSSON, Sam (physics), Sweden
Innovation Institute (Director), Stockholm
OLDHAM, Charles H. G. (geophysics), United Kingdom
Science Policy Res. Unit, Univ. of Sussex (President)
PARDOS, José (politics, philosophy), Spain
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Director), Madrid
PEDINI, Mario On. le (politics, science), Italy
European Parliament, Strasbourg
POZZI, Ugo (medicine, psychology), Italy
SCHRAM, Gunnar (law), Iceland. Law Society of Iceland, Reykjavik
TITONE, Renzo (psychology), Italy. TESOL-ITALY (President), Rome
WILENius, Reijo (philosophy), Finland. Academy of Finland, Helsinki
ZIEHER, Hans (biology), Switzerland
Inst. für Verhaltenwissenschaft, Eidgen. Techn. Hochschule, Zurich